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ABSTRACT In this paper, the objective is to develop an electronic system to send Global 
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) data over the Controller Area Network (CAN) and receive it on 
another Electronic Control Unit (ECU). Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) is a GNSS satellite data 
correction system that has been used in agricultural machinery to provide more accurate 
positioning data over CAN which is a robust serial communication bus designed for vehicles 
including agricultural machinery. The transmission module is built with an Arduino UNO, attached to 
a CAN transceiver, and a GNSS receiver of the GNSS data. An algorithm was written in the 
transmission module to separate the longitude, latitude, date, time, and speed data are parts of a 
longer GNSS data string. Next, the separated data are encoded at the transmitter side to maintain 
the property of CAN whose frame includes a 29-bit identifier and 64-bit data field. Later, three 
separate CAN frames for the position, time, and speed are generated and sent over CAN. Likewise, 
the reception module is built with an Arduino UNO, attached to a CAN transceiver which receives 
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the frames but scrutinizes only specific identifiers. Next, the reception module decodes the data to 
make them human-readable decimal values. Both transmitter and reception modules can work 
independently on other CAN-compatible systems. The transmitter module can be used with 
systems that are CAN compatible and require geo-position data but has no GNSS. The reception 
module can be used to receive and convert geo-position data from CAN. 

Keywords: Precision Farming (PF), Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), Controller Area 
Network (CAN), Real-Time Kinematic (RTK), Electronic Control Unit (ECU), Georeferenced data.  

 

INTRODUCTION Precision Farming (PF) is a methodical approach that uses technological 
innovations like GNSS, Geographic information system (GIS), machine vision, sensors, agricultural 
machinery controls, high-resolution remote sensing, etc. to grow crops more efficiently, reduce the 
cost of the farming operation, reduce the firm inputs, increases profitability, and decrease 
environmental impacts. Implementing these technologies will lead to adopting and maintaining 
agricultural regulations while improving productivity (Sørensen & Bochtis, 2010). PF operations 
such as guidance, detection, actuation, and mapping rely on the accurate position of the 
agricultural machines, harvesters, cultivators, seed drills, sprayers, etc. require additional sensors 
(Al-Mallahi and Kataoka, 2016), and by including a GNSS receiver, they can turn into autonomous 
machines (Kobayashi et al., 2014). 

PF input application rates for each zone may be prescribed and downloaded in several formats to 
ensure compatibility with GNSS-enabled agricultural equipment(Zhang et al., 2010). GNSS receiver 
emits data as a sentence that carries latitude, longitude, altitude, and time of readings obtained 
from satellites. These sentences are formatted according to the National Marine Electronics 
Association (NMEA). There are many types of NMEA sentences with different capabilities. NMEA 
sentences begin with “$” and two letters “GP” to represent Global Positioning System (GPS) 
devices, e.g., "$GPGGA", “$GPGLL”, and “$GPRMC” (Lee et al., 2020). 

Current tractors use Controller Area Network (CAN) to communicate between sensors, actuators, 
and different Electronic Control Units (ECUs) including a GNSS ECU to serve the purpose of field 
operation. CAN-bus is a type of serial communication that is widely applied in the automotive, 
agriculture, and heavy-duty machinery industries (Jia et al., 2013). It offers various advantages, 
including low cost, high utilization, efficient real-time performance, and high dependability. CAN-bus 
ensures real-time and reliable information sharing between ECUs (Buscemi et al., 2021). Different 
devices, such as sensors, actuators, and controllers can connect to the bus and exchange 
information through message frames known as CAN frames. A working group of the International 
Organization for Standardization (ISO) defined a standard (ISO 11783 or ISOBUS) based on CAN 
for a serial control and communications data network for agricultural machinery. The ISO working 
group decided to use 250 kbit/s for the bus system on agricultural machinery (BOSCH CAN 
Specification Version 2.0, 1991). 

In their review of research related to ISOBUS, Kortenbruck et al., (2017), the integration takes 
place by developing an ECU which is a single board computer that collects information from the 
electronic components (which, in this experiment, is the GNSS antenna to read NMEA sentences), 
and converts it to the standardized ISOBUS protocol. For this purpose, it is needed to collect and 
analyze the CAN frames before starting any ECU development. Al-Mallahi et al., (2011), developed 
implements standardized by CAN bus to communicate with a robot tractor. Due to the employment 
of robots to perform specialized jobs, the use of agricultural technology in PF has seen an increase 
in investment and research. 

The objective of this paper is to develop the GNSS transmission module and reception module 
separately and establish communication between each other and other ECUs by maintaining the 
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ISO 11783 standard protocol of CAN. The GNSS transmission module will be able to exchange 
geolocation data between the ECUs through the CAN bus of the agricultural machine without 
GNSS receiver module. The GNSS reception module will be able to decode the CAN messages 
from the CAN bus of the agricultural machine to get the location, time, date, and speed data in a 
human readable format. These two modules can be integrated with other sensors, ECUs, and 
actuators through the CAN of agricultural machinery like tractors, sprayers, etc.  

 

METHODOLOGY 

CAN ID identification We collected our data to analyze and identify the CAN frames for location, 
speed, and time from a commercial sprayer CASE IH Patriot 3340. We connected the GNSS 
antenna of the sprayer and the Lawicel CANUSB data logger (Lawicel AB, Tyringe, Sweden) to 
sniff the CAN frames. We found nine different CAN IDs related to the GNSS antenna. According to 
the parameter group number (PGN) on ISO standard document - CAN ID 0x18FEF31C (PGN 
0xFEF3) is for vehicle position CAN frame, CAN ID 0x18FEE61C (PGN 0xFEE6) is for time/date 
CAN frame, and CAN ID 0x18FEE81C (PGN 0xFEE8) is for vehicle speed/direction CAN frames. 

Hardware Module In this study, the data flow is explained between the CAN-based GNSS 
transmission and reception modules through the CAN located on agricultural machinery. In Figure 1 
The GNSS transmission and reception modules are illustrated as two separate entities.  

 

Figure 1. Developed hardware connected with CAN (a) GNSS transmission module. (b) GNSS 

reception module 
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Figure 1 (a), GNSS transmission module receives NMEA sentences from the GNSS receiver, for 
which we used Arduino Ublox NEO-6M-C onboard GPS Module, with a high-gain active antenna. 
UNO (Arduino, Ivrea, Italy), which is a single board computer, reads the NMEA sentences to get 
longitude, latitude, date, time, and speed data. These data are then converted to CAN frames sent 
through a CAN module. The CAN module has a high-speed CAN transceiver that serves as the 
interface between a CAN protocol controller and the physical bus. 

The GNSS reception module is illustrated in Figure 1 (b), where another UNO, is attached to a CAN 
module. This reception module receives the CAN frame from the CAN bus, able to filter only 
specific identifiers and then decode the CAN messages to make them human-readable decimal 
values. 

Method of the proposed system We have found that the GPRMC sentence contains time, 
date, geolocation, and speed data provided by the GNSS receiver which will serve our purpose of 
getting longitude latitude, time, date, and speed. In an NMEA sentence, Time is given in hours, 
minutes, seconds, and decimal seconds; the latitude and longitude values are both given in 
degrees, minutes, and decimal minutes; the date is given in date, month, and year; speed over 
ground given in knots. The meaning of each field in the GPRMC sentence is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. GPRMC sentences field description with example 

Now the single board computer identifies the desired sentence by looking for “$GPRMC” and 
trimming the longitude, latitude, time, date, and speed data. This longitude, latitude, time, date, and 
speed data is then converted to CAN frames. As we already know that the CAN frames are 
required to send to the agricultural equipment through the CAN bus to make other ECUs utilize 
these data. 

CAN frame construction CAN ID 0x18FEF31C is the hexadecimal unique identifier for vehicle 
position. In this ID, 0xFEF3 (65267) is called PGN standardized by SAE J1939 for vehicle position. 
This ID holds an extended message format of 8-byte data length which is also shown in Figure 3. 
According to this PGN dictionary, the first and last 4 bytes of the message represent Latitude and 
Longitude, respectively. The calculation of converting to/from CAN message is defined in two 
suspect parameter numbers (SPN) - SPN 584 and SPN 585. The basic formula to convert any 
message is:  

Message bytes =  Convert to Hex (
Decimal value of conversion + Offset

Resolution
)   (1) 

Using Equation (1), we can convert the latitude and longitude into a CAN message. For example, 
latitude 45.374579, was converted to 0x9837117E in hexadecimal. After converting longitude 
63.264117, we get the hexadecimal value 0xA2E0CB92. In Figure 3, we can see the CAN frame 
that includes CANID and CAN Message for the location data of a vehicle. 
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Figure 3. Byte wise CAN message with CAN ID for GNSS location. 

We observed that the byte position of the longitude and latitude are placed reversely in a CAN 
message. This means instead of the message ’9837117EA2E0CB92’ the message will look like 
‘7E11379892CBE0A2’. The actual CAN frame looks like this: 18FEF31C 7E11379892CBE0A2. 
This CAN frame is then sent to the CAN network through a CAN module connected to the single 
board computer. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS The transmission module was set up according to the pin diagrams 
shown in Figure 1(a), powered up, and connected to the CAN. As illustrated in Figure 4 (a), this 
module had a GNSS sender which sends NMEA sentences. The program received all the 
sentences and found the NMEA sentence starting with “$GPRMC.” Then the offset and resolution 
values were applied inversely to the latitude, longitude, time, date, and speed data according to the 
SPN of PGN.  The calculated values were converted to hexadecimal values and then these 
converted data were arranged according to three PGN’s SPN positions. The CAN frames were 
generated by including CAN ID with the CAN message. After that, the CAN frame send with the 
help of the MCP2515 CAN transceiver on the transmission side. 

The reception module is set up according to the pin diagrams shown in Figure 1 (b), powered up, 
and connected to the CAN. This module has an MCP2515 CAN transceiver which receives all the 
CAN frames in that CAN. As per the flow diagram depicted in Figure 4 (b), a program receives all 
the CAN frames and then filters the CAN frame holding CAN ID “18FEF31C” or “18FEE61C” or 
“18FEE81C. Then messages of corresponding IDs are arranged according to three PGN’s SPN 
positions and values converted to decimal values. Then the offset and resolution values are applied 
to the converted values to get latitude, longitude, time, date, and speed data. 

We have used Arduino IDE for coding the UNO single board computers. Some precision losses 
were observed while converting longitude and latitude to CAN messages and decoding them. The 
current precision of longitude and latitude is low, only to two decimal places. This issue was 
investigated and found that Arduino has no ‘double’ data type and cannot handle more precise 
values after the decimal point. Losing precision while the calculation is undesirable. After identifying 
the float data type as a problem, an alternative to the float data type was found which is the float64 
found in the fp64lib library. The float data type was replaced by the float64 data type in the code. 
After this change, the precision was increased to seven decimal places, which solved this issue. 
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Figure 4. Flow diagram of GNSS (a) transmission module and (b) reception module. 

 

CONCLUSION To allow the communication between GNSS transmission and reception modules 
between each other and other ECUs through the CAN bus, the integration method was designed, 
implemented, and proposed for PF operations. We demonstrated GNSS data transmission by 
decoding and sending data to the CAN bus and decoding them by the transmission and reception 
modules, respectively. The results show that it is possible to send GNSS data on the ISOBUS. The 
transmission and reception modules can be integrated into PF equipment for the possible use of 
one antenna for several systems in the machine, which can be cost-effective. The GNSS reception 
module can be integrated with the CAN bus to decode the GNSS data from CAN messages. In the 
future, the transmission module can be improved to enable communication and data display on the 
virtual terminal for the PF operation. The reception module can also be improved to become more 
robust and serve to create maps consolidating longitude and latitude values. 
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